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The Elden Ring game is free to play. You can collect characters, weapons, and more by
completing quests. You can raise your level and clear the dungeons. You can fight
against fierce monsters and grow stronger. A game with the style of an RPG. In

collaboration with Supermassive Games, Sony Computer Entertainment. PS4 exclusive
games only in select territories. The following user(s) added this to your Roquebox:
HU827P pitsboy CR9000 FIGHT TOGETHER IN THE NATION'S MOST AMBITIOUS COLLECTION OF
FORCED TEAMS. • The Uncrowned King of the Gecko Take control of the powerful yet
lovable characters Rockhopper, Boomerang, and Grounder and lead them to victory! •
Abundance of Versatile Heroes Prepare for an endless battle against a series of

legendary heroes and villains. • Amazing Power of Friends Collect members that make
up the whole team and with them, strengthen the powerful spirit of your unique team.
• Take on a Legendary Adventure Fight in different scenarios over three different
game worlds to prove your dominance. ABOUT REACHES COLLECTION: Play an adventure

together with friends. With more than 30 game worlds, five different modes, and five
different game worlds, there is something for everyone! Contains and improves the

unique gameplay of each game world. With a newly enhanced HD graphics, have fun while
feeling the atmosphere of the game worlds. In collaboration with legendary game

developer, Sony Computer Entertainment Inc., and publisher, Ubisoft. Unlocks a new
world of the Gecko Warriors every day. Play together with friends and continuously
challenge each other and your friends in ranking battles. Available in Japan only.
HU827P pitsboy CR9000 FIGHT TOGETHER IN THE NATION'S MOST AMBITIOUS COLLECTION OF
FORCED TEAMS. • The Uncrowned King of the Gecko Take control of the powerful yet
lovable characters Rockhopper, Boomerang, and Grounder and lead them to victory! •
Abundance of Versatile Heroes Prepare for an endless battle against a series of

legendary heroes and villains. • Amazing Power of Friends Collect members that make
up the whole team and with

Features Key:
Elden 2D Graphics with 16-bit-style sprites.

Play in the first-ever action RPG with 3D battles!
Elden Rings appear in 3D over the background.
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Earn gold by defeating enemies to buy weapons and armor. Gold is also earned by sending
commands to other players.

Succumb to the power of your own Elden Ring to become a powerful Elden Lord!
Use the special Attack command to execute a super-mighty combo!

Perform speed attacks, finishing combos, and fast-moving attacks to defeat enemies. You can also
grind an unlimited amount of time on a single enemy to enjoy some good old manners!

Complete a robust quest system, and discover secrets of the Lands Between.
Elden Rings can be fused, and your stats will increase when you level up. A fusion of two rings

changes your stats, and creating a unique and powerful new ring is possible.
Six primary classes (Warrior, Mage, Assassin, Thief, Archer, and Paladin) available for players to
choose from. Classes may have specialized attributes, and each class may specialize in abilities

related to its class characteristic.
Variety of skills including versatile primary skills, powerful sub-skills, and arcane arcanes available to

each class.
Play together in the online server with other players from around the world!

Become powerful and increase in level by earning EXP. Raise your level to progress through the
story.

Share your thoughts and feelings with other players on a quest log. The communication with other
players, and the information you gain, will contribute to your quest log.

The online server allows asynchronous play to all players.
An action where you fight against monsters and complete quests with an incredible amount of

freedom in an open world.

Progression Features:

EXP From Battles
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